RULEBOOK

Carpathian Conclave
All times are approximate and in CET.

Timetable

February 24th, Friday
14.00-17.15 – Arrival and registration
16.15-18.15 – Dinner
17.00-18.30 – Photo shooting
17.15-18.15 – Suggested costume, makeup and preparation time
18.45-19.15 – Out-of-game opening
19.15 – Sunset
19.15-20.15 – Domain meetings before the opening
20.15-20.20 – In-game opening, the host’s welcoming speech
20.20-22.00 – Dance / Obeisances
22.00-22.45 – Audience of the Justicars / Council of Princes
22.45-23.00 – Plot event. Please come to the Ball room
23.00-01.30 – Open Conclave Council
01.30-03.00 – Clan gatherings
February 25th, Saturday
09.00-11.00 – Breakfast
11:00-16:15 – Daytime activities
16.15-18.15 – Dinner
17.00-19.15 – Photo shooting
18.15-19.15 – Suggested costume, makeup and preparation time
19.15 – Sunset
19.15-19.20 – In-game opening, the host’s welcoming speech
19.20-21.15 – Obeisances / Audiences
21.15-23.00 – Optional time for Clan gatherings
01.00-02.00 – Final decision making / official end of the CC
February 26th, Sunday
09.00-11.00 – Breakfast
11:00-12:00 – Leaving the Castle

food
not mandatory parallel
events / free personal
gaming time for chatting
or exploring the Castle
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CONCLAVE

Topics of the
Carpathian Conclave:
Limits of the duties of an Archon. Can an Archon be
Prince at the same time? Can a Prince keep their title
as an Archon? Debate over the situation of the Prince
of Krakow.
Can anybody be excluded from being a Justicar,
Archon, Prince or Primogen? Are there terms and
circumstances which make any Kindred unfitting for
such titles?
Possibility and setting of Attila joining the Camarilla,
the framework within he can exist as a member of the
Ivory Tower.
Debate over Attila’s pending war. Is it necessary? Can
it be utilized for the Camarilla’s sake? Which targets
shall be set for him?
How can marriage be interpreted in lieu of the
Traditions?
New topics can be requested by the Justicars and
their Archons during the preceding audience.
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The Conclave Council
The official meetings of the
Camarilla, the very Conclave is
an open debate with pre-set
topics and rules. The Conclave
is presided over by the Justicars
and moderated by their Archons.
Any member of the Camarilla,
regardless of age, status, rank,
Domain and Clan has the right to
speak at the Conclave – but they
also have to face consequences
for their words nevertheless.
During the Conclave Council,
Elders, and further dignitaries will
be offered a seat, while others
will stand. The participation
in the Conclave Council is not
mandatory, any Kindred might
leave or join at will. Participants
who do not follow the
instructions of the Archons, who
cannot control their Beast will be
removed.
If anyone wants to speak, they
shall state it loudly and firmly
when the Archons ask for
speakers. If the Archons call for
a speaker, the speaker shall rise
(if sitting), step forth and talk to
the Justicars after the mandatory

honorary forms and gestures.
Each speaker has a limited time
to talk and the end of the time
will be signaled by the Archons.
At the end the speaker thanks
the Justicars their attention.
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All the participants have the
right to support or oppose the
speaker.
If they agree with
the speaker they
raise their open
palm above their
heads as a sign of
support.
If they disagree with
the speaker they
raise their clenched
fist above their head
to signal resent and
opposition.
The Archons and Justicars
use these signs to form their
own opinions. Other forms
of expression (like clapping,
ovation or hooting) are
allowed but do not replace the
aforementioned signals.
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War Table
One of the important aspects of
the Conclave will be the selection
of war targets for the new military
campaigns of the Camarilla. This
selection will be represented by
a gamified system using “Tokens”
and a “War Table”.
There are 21 possible targets
and secretly every Camarilla Clan
aims 3 in particular.
TOKENS
Characters own Tokens are the
gamified representation of their
mortal connections and powers.
Tokens are sorted in four types
– Military, Influence, Secret and
Occult. These tokens can be
used for the War Table, but also
to feed, to establish political
groups or for Challenges. The
number and ratio of Tokens
each character owns is set by
the Organisers.
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Every one of the 21 targets has
a required number of various
Tokens to be activated. The
total number is always 5, but

the proportions vary. The exact
proportions are only known
by the “conquest” themed
characters.
For example Atlantis is a target,
requiring 1 Military, 0 Influence, 2
Secret and 2 Occult Tokens to be
activated.
Anybody owning any Tokens can
use those to put in the small tray
next to the desired target. Tokens
are not bound to characters,
if you have any with you, you
can use them. Tokens however
cannot be recalled in any way,
not even by the character who
put those down. What is put to
the table stays there.
The closing time of the War Table
will be clearly stated and fixed to
give the participants possibility
to campaign, persuade, bribe and
ally.
At the end, Tokens will be counted
and targets will be valued based
on how many times their
activation level is reached –
this number is the Target Level.

The 3 individual targets with
the highest Target Level will be
designated as targets.
For example Atlantis has 5 Military,
3 Influence, 11 Secret and 8 Occult
Tokens. The biggest multiplier of
the required number is 4 (4-0-8-8),
thus the Target Level of Atlantis is
4. Tokens aside of the Target Level
are 1 Military, 3 Influence, 3 Secret
and 0 Occult, all together 7.

In case of a tie, the target
with the more unused Tokens
remaining after calculating Target
Levels wins. If that is also a tie,
both targets will be attacked.
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The War Table and the Tokens
are not in-game parts of the
game, just represent mortal
connections.
These
cannot
be affected by any in-game
methods, cannot be stolen,
destroyed, hidden.
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Archon Selection
One of the important aspects of
the Conclave will be the selection
of new Archons for the Camarilla.
This selection will be represented
by a gamified system using
special “Voting Cards”.
Anybody can be nominated to
Archon title regardless of age.
The nomination has to be made
at the Storyteller supervising the
Archon Selection. The name,
Clan and Domain (if any) of the
candidate will be represented on a
board as a column. As candidates
appear, the board will have several
columns, one for each candidate.
There are three types of Voting
Cards – Personal, Relic and Group
of Interest.
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Characters who have high enough
titles, or age have Personal Voting
Cards. Archons and Justicars do
not have Voting Cards as they
do not personally meddle in the
selection of new Archons for each
other. The Personal Voting Cards
always belong to the person and
are inalienable.

There will be certain items in the
game, special artefacts and each
such item has a Relic Voting Card.
These cards belong to the item,
not the owner, so if the artefact
passes over to somebody else,
the new owner also gets the
Voting Card.
If any player with a Voting Card
wants to vote, they simply place
their Voting Card in the column
of their favoured candidate,
representing one vote.
The 6 candidates with the
most votes at the end of the
Archon Selection will become
Archons. The closing time will be
clearly stated and fixed to give
the participants possibility to
campaign, persuade, bribe and
ally.
If a candidate has 10 votes, they
are immediately granted the title
without waiting for the closing
time. The votes casted on such
candidates are “locked”, cannot be
removed or manipulated later.

GROUP OF INTEREST
Any five Kindred without
Personal Voting Cards can
found a Group of Interest by
paying one of each of the four
kinds of Tokens (see the War
Table) to the Storyteller.
Their names, Clans, Domains,
the name and leader of the
Group of Interest will be
written down and publicly
displayed. They get a Group
of Interest Voting Card onto
which they write the name of
the Group and thereafter the
leader can use it for voting.
One Kindred can be the
member of only one Group of
Interest at the same time.
Anybody can freely leave their
Group of Interest at any given
time by simply removing their
names from the list. If this
makes the Group of Interest
fall under five members, the
Group is dissolved and they
lose the vote.

In case of a tie, the candidate with
the more Relic Vote Cards wins.
If that is also a tie, the candidate
with the more Group of Interest
Vote Card wins. If that is also a
tie, both candidates will become
Archons.
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Aside from the five with the most
votes, also those characters with
individually the most unused
Tokens of all kind togather (see
the War Table) will be made
Archons too.
Players can only touch and
manipulate their own Voting
Cards and are strictly forbidden
to use the Cards of others. The
Cards are not in-game parts
of the game, just represent
Kindred political influence. The
Cards cannot be affected by any
in-game methods, cannot be
stolen, destroyed, hidden. Cards
can be manipulated by their
rightful owners, can be recalled,
replaced, and the owners can be
convinced, bribed, threatened or
coerced to do so.
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Notable characters

Attila, Gangrel,
King of the Huns, Scourge of
God, Avatar of War

Csaba, Gangrel, son and
Childe of Attila, founder of the
Carpathian Pack (IPA: ʧɒbɒ)

Born in the steppes but raised
in Rome, he was the greatest
warlord of his time and the wars
he waged crippled the Roman
Empire, eventually collapsing it.
Riding on his white horse, with
the Sword of War in his hand, he
was unbeatable in battle. He had
several wives and numerous sons
from different women. His name
meant terror for Elders across
Europe before he fell into torpor
in the 10th century. Since then he
was awake from time to time for
shorter periods and pursued wars.

The last and most beloved son
of Attila, Csaba quickly turned
towards the unseen, the mystical,
and became a shaman and
caretaker of Attila’s lands after
his Embrace by his father. When
Attila fell into torpor, he and his
offspring, eventually known as
the Carpathian Pack, guarded
Attila’s tomb. Later he allied
himself with the new masters of
the land, the Hungarians and the
Vampires behind them. Architect
of the Ventrue-Gangrel alliance
in Hungary. He was recently
captured by a Sabbath sorcerer
and freed by the Camarilla and
the Carpathian Pack.
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Ildikó, Tzimisce,
wife of Attila
(IPA: ildikoː)

Hadrian, Malkavian,
Prince of Florence,
Augustus of the Roman Empire

She was the mortal wife of
Attila, a Gothic princess who was
educated in Byzantium. After
Attila became a Gangrel, she was
embraced too by the Tzimisce of
Constantinople and re-married
Attila in a bloody ceremony.
Whenever Attila woke up during
the centuries, she was always
there, helping and guiding him
from the background. She hates
the Sabbat and the rebellious
clamour of the younglings, and
during the centuries, she did
serious harm to the Sabbat,
helping the Camarilla holding
Greece and Turkey.

Once Emperor of Rome as Publius
Aelius Hadrianus Augustus in the
2nd century, he was embraced
as a Malkavian and quickly rose
to power to rival the influence
of the Ventrues of his time.
He even was a member of
the Senate of the Night as a
Neonate. While the Ventrues
and the Senate disappeared, he
chose Florence and kept it ever
since. He personally knew Attila
and when the Huns led by Attila
invaded Rome, Hadrian played an
important part in turning them
away from the City. From the
15th century on he manipulated
the Medici family and still rules
Florence, dreaming of re-uniting
the Empire.
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Audrie Claire Guil, Toreador,
Justicar of the Clan of Roses

Jarosław Pasek, Brujah, Justicar
of the Clan of the Learned

Born in France in the 16th century
and embraced as a teenager, she
quickly rose to the heights of the
Kindred society, even though
Villon disliked her for her rural
upbringing. She served France
and particularly Paris, and during
the French Revolution, she helped
the Kindred to get rid of enemies,
agents and infiltrators. After the
Revolution, Villon became Prince
of Paris and the two eventually
became friends. Yet, during
the Napoleonic era she left for
Quebec and became an Archon
of the Ventrue Justicar. When the
previous Toreador Justicar, Childe
of Villon, a woman called Violetta,
was found to have deep ties with
Faes and Lasombra, Guil replaced
her in 1897. Since that time, she
hunts traitors inside the Sect.

Born in Poland in the late
Middle Ages and brought up
in a monastery, he is a deeply
religious and determined man.
He fought in several wars for
God, for Kingdom, and later
for Camarilla. His religious zeal
makes him a conservative thinker
and an unyielding champion of
the Ivory Tower. His homelands
were constantly raided by Sabbat
forces, which gave him countless
battles and victories. He served as
Archon several times, but his rigid
personality and extreme thinking
prevented him from becoming
a Justicar. But when Dimitrina
Ilyanova was forced to resign in
1922 due to her involvement
with the Red Councils, the Inner
Circle appointed Pasek as a much
needed strong hand.
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Lucia Martelli, Malkavian,
Archon of Carolina Bedelia,
Justicar of the Clan of the Moon
Born in Tuscany in the 17th
century, her childhood is mostly
unknown for modern sources.
She was embraced as a teenager
and quickly became one of the
favourites of Prince Hadrian.
Martelli spent her undead years
researching mundane and mystical
mental maladies, becoming the
most venerated sage of madness
in Europe, an expert many
looked for, able to cure almost all
psychotic problems. She served as
Malkavian Primogen in Florence
for long, but when an infernalist
Malkavian rose in the Sabbat
in Hungary, she was made an
Archon to battle this new enemy.
Now she is residing in Hungary,
carrying out her mission.

György Thury, Brujah, Archon of
Jarosław Pasek (IPA: ɟøɾɟ tuɾi)
Born in Hungary in the 16th
century and serving as a soldier
and military general, he was the
hero of the Turkish Wars, the
greatest swordsman of his time,
an unbeaten champion. He was
embraced by Botond, an ancient
Hungarian tribal chief, after he
was lured into a trap by the Turks.
He blamed the Turks and later
the Sabbath for all wrongs. He
avoided politics and waged his
own war, not only in Hungary, but
also other parts of Europe and the
Americas. He served as an Archon
several times, but resigned at the
beginning of the 20th century as
he was unable to keep up with
the changes. Recently Pasek
appointed him again to deal with
the growing Sabbat problem in
Hungary.
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count László Nádasdy,
Ventrue, Palatine Eternal
of the Hungarian Camarilla
(IPA: laːsloː naːdɒʃdi)
Born in Hungary in the 16th
century into aristocracy, he chose
Church career and was embraced
by Andrew the Second, former
King of Hungary. He was one of
the main Kindred powers behind
the Church in Hungary and he had
huge fiefdoms around the country.
He later moved to Szeged, a
city in southern Hungary, and
became Prince. As the heir of
the oldest and most powerful
Ventrue bloodline of Hungary, he
was part of the Ventrue-Gangrel
alliance with Csaba, and led the
Hungarian Ventrues in general. He
was made Palatine by his Sire, a
much contested and controversial
title. Recently, he left Szeged as it
fell to the Sabbat and to Levente,
12 becoming a member of the
Domain of Budapest.

count Erzsébet Báthory,
Tzimisce, the Bloody
Countess, the Mistress of Pain
(IPA: ɛɾʒeːbɛt baːtoɾi)
Born in Hungary, Transylvania,
in the 16th century, she soon
became a famous beauty and
much desired woman. She
was wife to Ferenc Nádasdy,
cousin of the Ventrue László
Nádasdy. She took great care of
her beauty, bathing in the blood
of virgins and mutilating any
girl who was prettier than her.
She was embraced a Tzimisce
in Transylvania, carrying on her
habits and earning the name the
Bloody Countess. She ruled over
parts of Transylvania for centuries,
but during the 19th century she
eventually disappeared. Some say
she left for the Americas, others
claim she is in torpor or she is
destroyed, while some rumours
state she changed name and face
and is still active in Hungary.
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Terestyén, Nosferatu,
Prince of Budapest, Eldest
of the Hungarian Nosferatus
(IPA: tɛrɛʃtʃe:n)
Very little is known of his life
before the Embrace, beyond that
he has an intimate understanding
of priestly orders. Active at least
since the 18th century and
having shadowed the wisest
Nosferatu savants of the region,
he slowly became the eminence
noire of Budapest. The despotic
rule of the previous Prince, Mgr.
Herbertinus, was what forced
him out into the light. During
that time he became a welltravelled international envoy and
the common ally of many feuding
factions. As such, at the fall of
his predecessor his rise to power
was utterly unchallenged. He has
a leadership style of slow and
detailed planning and swift and
dire execution, which has served
him in his reign.

Lady Doreen,
Toreador, Prince of Prague
A noble and behind-the-scenes
politician in the 18th and 19th
century, Embraced by Alexander
I., Prince of St. Petersburg.
Despite her young age she
created (and continues creating)
ties with many influential Kindred
throughout Europe. In 1848, after
an unspecified disaster occurred
in Prague, leaving this ancient city
in the hands of the Sabbat, she
and her crew took the city back
under Camarilla rule. She declared
herself the Prince of Prague,
chose the modest alias Lady
Doreen, and is defending the
Domain against numerous Sabbat
raids ever since. She is known
for her controversial relationship
towards Clan Nosferatu, and her
high standards of Humanity (she
has even forbidden to follow any
different Path in her Domain).
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Darius, Lasombra, Prince of
Zagreb, the Black Tyrant,
Luminary Elder
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Born in Podmoskovye in the
9th century in the Vyatichi tribe
and embraced by a member of
Montano’s bloodline, this ancient
Lasombra Antitribu spent most of
his unlife battling Sabbat, Anarchs,
and others. Hunted by Sabbat
forces, Darius travelled Europe,
while some records place him in
the Americas as well. Rumours
say that he sits on the ancient
and heretical Lasombra Court of
Blood and more sinister rumours
imply that he is a member of the
Amici Noctis. A scholar of great
renown, his knowledge is vast,
especially when it comes to the
three Sects, and other heretical
lore. Recently assumed the title of
the Black Tyrant, he expanded his
Praxis over whole Croatia.

Wawrzyniec Gucewicz,
Prince of Warsaw
Born in the late 18th century, he
was a travelling gentleman who
spent his first century on the road
from one corner of Europe to the
other. In the early 20th century
he was recruited as Archon by
Justicar Pasek and during his
service, he showed fanaticism,
brutality and cold-bloodedness,
leading him away from his human
side. During the Second World
War he went to England and
controlled the Polish governmentin-exile but after the war he
separated himself from Kindred
society. He finally got bored with
England and returned to Warsaw
in the early 1990s where he
served as Keeper of the Elysium
till Pasek proclaimed him to be
the Prince of Warsaw in 2016.
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Mateus Lewiński,
Brujah, Prince of Krakow

Alberto Medici, Ventrue,
Seneschal of Florence

Born in Krakow in the late 15th
century, he fought as a soldier and
later mercenary to win glory and
fame. He lost his Sire early and
the Kindred of Krakow took care
of him. He was most interested
in the army, the development
of armed forces, and a great, allEuropean military and political
alliance as a dream. He fought
with Pasek several times, and
after the Napoleonic Wars, he
became Prince of Krakow. After
the Second World War, following
the orders of Pasek, he became
the power behind the European
part of the NATO. He is still
in control of the huge military
machine and now he is one of the
most influential Princes in Europe.

Member of the Medici family, he
was embraced after his successful
career as a military leader and
spice trader. He controlled
the Medici family from the
background for centuries, working
hard to expand the Medici rule,
empower the Grand Duchy of
Tuscany and conquer Northern
Italy. Now he is a business tycoon,
but he likes his art collection in
the Uffizi and his books way more.
He served Hadrian for short times
as Sheriff, but his true calling is
the Seneschal – actually, he rules
and leads the city night by night,
while Hadrian just lurks in the
background.
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The Booklet of Etiquette
Honour those
who have higher ranks

When you meet someone with
higher rank than you have, mind
the etiquette of Kindreds. Here are
some regular poses of greetings:
Polite greeting in advance:
not formalized, the greeting
depends on the given Kindred
and their relationship to the
other party. However, it must
fit into the conventional social
interactions, and must avoid
extremities.
Obeisance: is a polite nod of
the head
greeting
from
neonate
ancilla
elder
prince
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archon

Bowing (for gentlamen): bend
your head and body forward
(back leans)
Curtsy (for ladies): bend at the
knees with one foot in front of
the other, and bow forward
Kneeling: when both knees are
on the ground
When you have to hold a pose,
it should be held until the
given Archon or Justicar does
not signal to stop either by
word or by gesture.

GREETING TOWARD
ANCILLA

ELDER

PRINCE

ARCHON JUSTICAR

polite
greeting

obeisance

bowing,
curtsy

hold
bowing

hold
kneeling

polite
greeting

obeisance

hold
bowing

hold
kneeling

polite
greeting

hold
bowing

hold
kneeling

bowing

hold
kneeling
bowing

README: The purpose of this document is to add some additional color
to the social interactions amongst the Kindred and to facilitate those.
The customs listed here are rather suggestions and guidelines than
strict rules. Each Kindred can decide whether to follow them or not;
however, those who ignore the etiquette on purpose will have to face
the consequences of their decisions.

A general guide of
behaviour during the

Event

When to use the these rules?
The rules of greeting, approaching
and leaving only apply when
communication or direct contact
is established. When Kindred of
higher ranks pass by, you only
need to give way, and lower your
head and voice.
May I approach?
It is impolite and rude to approach
someone directly, whose rank is
at least three levels higher than
yours, unless previous connection
justifies it, or the person with
higher rank invites you to do so.
To approach someone with such
high rank, asking someone in
similar rank or at least with higher
rank than yours to introduce you
is highly recommended.
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Rules of introduction
When you introduce yourself,
only state your full name, Domain
and Clan. You can also mention
the name of your Sire and your
Generation, and also your highest
rank in your Domain or in the
Camarilla. When introducing
Receive the signs of honour
Obeisance
should
be
rewarded with a polite nod of
the head.
For bowing you should get
a polite nod of the head and
some kind gesture in return.
When an Archon is elongating
bowing more than 5 seconds
it is considered as the sign of
dislike, anger or loath.
When Justicars are elongating
kneeing (more than 10
seconds) it is considered as
the sign of dislike, anger or
loath.
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others, it is honourable to
mention their additional ranks,
titles and one of their deeds.
How to address others?
If you know someone for a long
time and the connection between
you allows it, you can call them
on their first name. Using pet
names is only acceptable for Sires
towards their Childe and Kindred
extremely close to each other.
When you address somebody
you are not close to, always use
family name. If the addressed
party has titles (nobility, church,
science, military etc.) use those
too.
Can I sit down?
When a Prince, Archon or Justicar
is present in the room and
standing, no one is allowed to sit
except if they directly say so.

Generally, mind the ranks. If
anyone, whose rank is at least
two levels higher than yours
is present sitting down is only
allowed if they gives permission.
Sitting Kindred should stand
up if anyone, whose rank is at
18
least two levels higher than

theirs wishes to talk to the given
Kindred. If anyone does not allow
his/her partner to sit down in his
or her presence, it is considered
as rude and impolite.
Can I touch others?
Touching other Kindred awakens
the Beast of both parties and
makes them tense. Generally,
touching is unnecessary. Kindred
do not shake or kiss hands,
hug each other and so on. The
exception is the Clan Ventrue
who show their control over
their Beasts by willingly shaking
hands
(gentleman-gentleman),
kissing hands (gentleman-lady) or
sharing kisses on the cheek (ladylady) regardless of age and status.
Dance
Since the nature of the event is
a ball, there will be some dances.
During the dance, touching the
partner is not considered impolite
(if it fits to the conventions
of the dance) if the touch is
appropriate. However, Kindred
may find dances uncanny and
uncomfortable. It is highly
recommended to consider the
possible reactions of the Beast.

The System we use for the Carpathian Conclave is
willingly simple, quick and easy to use. We want to
focus on the roleplaying, the drama, the characters,
and not on numbers and mechanics. Everything is
based on Blood and the Beast, combat is fast but
simple, Challenges are cooperative.
There are some highly visible changes – healing,
Disciplines and Clan Flaws had been redesigned
to fit the purpose of the Conclave. What is good
in healing for days when the game is two nights
long? What is good in long-term flaws (like
the Gangrel or Tremere flaw) when everything
happens here and now?

SYSTEM

System & Rules

These changes aim to benefit of the game, to help
focus the players on the local events and their
fellow players, to enhance drama and nurture
cooperation.
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Attributes & Skills
Every Character has three Attributes and various Skills.

SYSTEM

Body attribute
determines the
combat abilities,
agility, senses and
resistance.

Mind attribute
determines
the education,
willpower, mentality,
wit of the Character.

Spirit attribute
determines the
spiritual calmness,
balance, mythical
connection.

Body Skills:

Mind Skills:

Spirit Skills:

Athletics,
Awareness,
Brawl, Craft,
Drive, Firearms,
Investigation,
Melee, Seduction,
Stealth, Streetwise,
Survival

Astrology,
Computers,
Economics, History,
Law, Linguistics,
Mathematics,
Medicine,
Occultism, Science,
Theology, Warfare

Art, Cults, Empathy,
Etiquette, Kindred
Lore, Magical Lore,
Meditation, Oracle,
Performance,
Politics, Subterfuge,
Umbra Lore

Each Attribute has 12 Skills belonging
to it, symbolising various fields of
expertise, training and knowledge.
The Skill has no numerical value – a
Character either has a Skill or not.
Possessing Skills means that the
Character is highly proficient in the
given field – thus other Characters
without the Skill also know some basic
bits, and not considered fully unaware
and dull. If a Character has a Skill,
the corresponding Attribute’s value is
increased by 2 in every situation the

Clan Flaws &
Special Abilities
Every
Character
has a list of their
special abilities and
clan flaws on their
Character Sheet.
You can find the
Disciplines in the
next chapter.
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Example: Oberon is a young
Gangrel rock musician and
womaniser with Body 4, Mind 3,
Spirit 3. He has Skills as Seduction
(Body) and Performance (Spirit).
Thus when he wants to charm a
young groupie girl to his room, he
can use Seduction and thus his
Body value is considered 6 (4+2).
Likewise, when he sings, he uses
Performance, thus his Spirit is 5
(3+2). After a concert, his drunken
drummer tumbles and harms his
own head – Oberon does not
have Medicine (Mind) Skill, but he
can carry out basic first aid and
patch the drummer up.
Attributes and Skills most often
play a role in combat, discipline
usage and various Challenges.
Due to the various opportunities
in the system to enhance
combat or Disciplines by blood,
Attributes on their own cannot
be raised by blood!

Storytelling
Storytellers help to interpret
rules, solve complicated
combat
and
Discipline
situations, aid with the
Challenges and supervise
the Archon Selection, the
War Table and the Hunt.
Some Storytellers will take
care of only certain tasks
or locations. In these cases
you will be redirected to
somebody else.

SYSTEM

Skill is appropriate and useable.
At a given action only one Skill
is usable.

The Game Master is the
head of all events. He is
to be approached only by
Storytellers, Organisers and
certain players tasked with
special coordination. Please,
if you have a question, turn
to a Storyteller, not the Game
Master.
Every Clan and Domain will
have coordinators who aid
the Clan/Domain, look for
issues, report to the Game
Master and relay his requests.
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Challenges / Quests

SYSTEM

Challenges are special events
initiated by a Storyteller to
symbolise
the
Character’s
involvement in mystical, political
or physical tasks, puzzles,
riddles, visions, investigations
and so. Challenges usually
require
several
Character’s
involvement, certain Attribute
values and possessed Skills, and
the spending of background
Tokens or Blood Points. In
return, Challenges give rewards,
information, clues.
Some Challenges are fully
handled by a Storyteller, while
others are envelopes with clear
instructions and prerequisites. If
you encounter such a Challenge,
you are free to examine it, talk
about it to other Characters
– but you can only open the
envelope if you and your
companions manage to fulfil the
requirements.

Many Challenges bear only
single rewards, meaning only
one of the Kindred who solved
22 the Challenge can enjoy the

benefits. To decide who it will be,
the participants have to engage
in Bidding blood as decided by
the Challenge.
Example: Oberon finds a strange
and ancient tome in the library and
wants to decipher its meaning.
The tome (as a physical prop)
is accompanied by an envelope
describing the Challenge. The
envelope says those who wants
to solve the Challenge has to
have a joint Mind rating of 12,
individually at least Spirit 3, and
Skills of Linguistics, Occultism
and Kindred Lore. Oberon himself
has Spirit 3 and Linguistics, but he
needs other Vampires to solve the
Challenge. He finds some friends
and allies, and together they have
a joint Mind rating of 12, all have
at least Spirit 3 and they possess
all needed Skills. Thus, they
open the envelope and enjoy the
reward.

QU
E

ST
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At several occasions Characters
are required to Bid blood. In
this case all participating players
hide their left hand behind their
back and show a number of
fingers equal to the amount of
Blood Points they wish to bid.
Note that the generation of the
Character limits the maximum
amount of the bid (except in
Combat). A Storyteller (or a not
involved player) checks the two
values, and ask the bidders to
show their hands to each other
and decide whose bid is the
highest. If there is a tie, all who
were tied bid again, while others
are ousted. This goes on until
somebody wins. Any Character
can bid zero at any given point.
All participants has to spend
all their bids on all subsequent
rounds, no matter if they have
won or not.

Example: The envelope of the
previous example tells them the
ancient tome bears knowledge and
mystical powers, but they have to
bid for it. Whoever gets the single
benefit, raises their Spirit value by
1, lowers their Body value by 1 and
gets an Occult Token. This seems
a valuable asset for Oberon and
decides he wants to go for it. As he
is 10th Generation, he can bid only
1 Blood Point a single turn. At the
first round he bids that 1, but two
others are also doing so, and one
of them, a Tremere clearly states
he wants the reward and will
burn as many blood as he has to.
Oberon and the other challenger
decides this does not worth it, and
in the next round they bid zero,
thus the Tremere gets the reward.
Still, Oberon lowers his Blood
Points by one and plans to talk
with his Elders about the greed of
the Tremeres.

SYSTEM

Blood Bidding

Rule Precedence
The rules written in here are the basic rules. Disciplines overrule
these in specific cases. Personal special abilities, clan flaws
and Challenge rewards even overrule Discipline rules. The
Storyteller’s decisions and regulations overrule every other rule.
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Hunting during the Live Game
During the game Characters can
gain blood in three ways – by
feeding on others, by devouring
Tokens or by Hunting.

SYSTEM

When so many Kindred gather
in one place, even their most
careful hunt can cause suspicion
and disturbance. Watchful eyes
and prey that fights back, notso-clean blood and the anger
of the Beast cause problems,
and eventually policeman and
journalists, vampire hunters and
religious fanatics will appear,
investigate, ask question and
make things worse. This is the
four scales of dangers.
The Hunting-Ground:
Find the Reaper!

Everyone who wants to hunt
can freely do so, they just
need to talk with the organiser
dressed as the Reaper on the
“hunting-ground” and follow his
instructions. The Hunt happens
immediately, the player does not
have to leave the play area or
24 spend a designated time out-ofgame.

Blood: Red is Good Pink is bad for you
Whenever a player hunts, they
state to the Reaper how many
blood they hunger for and take
an appropriate number of blood
counters from a covered vessel.
There are two kinds of counters
– red and pink.
1. Red counters are easy clean
blood the Vampire gets without
problem.
2. Pink counters symbolise
problems, mishaps, and increase
the “four scales of dangers”
(media, government, sects and
vampire hunters).
The Reaper tells some details
about the scene and the player
has a choice:
a) accept all red and pink
counters and gets blood equal
to the number of counters of
both colour, BUT thereafter the
Reaper increase the scales of
danger according to the pink
counters.
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No matter if the hunt was
successful or unsuccessful, the
player can initiate a new hunt
only after an hour later.
From personal events
to public problems
Based on the current status of
the four separate scales (media,
government, sects and vampire
hunters), the acting player
thereafter suffers a penalty.
Whenever the Reaper must
increase the scales of danger, it
asks the player: to protect one
special scale (example: please
do not increase media) or put
one counter to one of the four
scales (please put one pink
blood to vampire hunters) but
the Reaper puts the rest of the
pink counters on its own will.
At lower levels of the scales only
the acting Vampire is affected
by penalties, like unwanted
interest and bad blood (personal

Blood Bonds
If somebody feeds on others,
they are blood bonded
to them. If that happens
three times during a night,
they became blood thralls.
The blood servant’s every
resistance
and
Combat
Strength is lowered by 1, 2
or 3 according to the level
of bond towards the master.
Aside from that, blood bonds
and blood thrall status shall
be roleplayed to the fullest.

SYSTEM

b) or to discard all, put all back
to the vessel and call the hunt
unsuccessful.

Eat your own men
Several Characters start
the game with background
Tokens, representing their
influences, contacts. These
Tokens can be sacrificed and
converted to 7 Blood Points
each. This way the Token is
lost and has to be delivered
to the place where Hunt
takes place and handed over
to the Reaper (see the Hunt
document).
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traits and features). You have
to present and act under these
burdens on the Conclave, you
cannot solve or nullify these
features, but after time the
effects will fade.

SYSTEM

If any of the scales reach the
threshold, the mortals start
to act and the Masquerade is
placed in danger (public events).
This translates to various events,
symbolising
investigations,
gatherings and issues. These
however may be resolved – the
investigators can be sent away
or destroyed, the attackers can
be repelled. Every event has an
immediate effect which blocks
the usage of certain resources
and which longs until the event
is solved by the vampires.
Clean up: by force, by
manipulation, by influence

Events can be solved in three
ways – by force, by manipulation
or by influence. These ways are
clearly instructed on the printed
26 sheets describing the event

which are accessible after the
event occurred. Events can
be solved by anybody who
possesses the needed resources
and announces it to the Reaper.
When an event is solved, its
corresponding scale of danger
is set back to zero. However,
by hunting again events can be
repeated – repeated events can
only be solved by using more
than one ways.
I see what you did there
The vampires can see the current
level of the scales of danger,
but do not know what are the
possible penalties that may
occur and what are the events.
The exact number of blood other
characters hunted is also secret
to the players, however this can
be uncovered by investigation –
ask the Reaper’s help.
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Frenzy & Rötschreck

Every Character resists the anger
and fear of the Beast with their
Spirit Attribute. If a Character
is hurt, offended or humiliated,
the Storyteller sets the anger
of the Beast (from 1 to 5). If it
is an obvious situation you can
increase your Beast value too.
In one scene every following
offense increases the value
by +1, or in extremely severe
cases (set by the Storyteller) by
+2. Extended physical contact
between characters also angers
the Beast and thus it increases all
following inputs by +1. This effect
is only negated if said character
are blood bonded to each other
in full stage-three bond.
If this value is higher than the
Character’s Spirit Attribute, the
players has to take actions to
channel their anger equal to the
difference, such as shouting,
groaning or destroying, and with

each roleplayed method, their
anger decreases by 1.
Example: Oberon is humiliated in
front of the Prince by a Toreador
questioning his worth and deeds
in a condescending tone. The
Storyteller sets the value to 2.
Oberon grins and feels angry,
but his Spirit 3 is enough to bay
the Beast. But soon the Prince
himself reinforces the Toreador’s
words and call Oberon coward
and weak. Now the value is 3,
still not enough to break the
Gangrel, but dangerous. Yet, the
Toreador laughs loudly and refers
to Oberon’s biggest pain, his
herbivore stag form. The personal
and deep offense worth +2 – the
Frenzy value is 5 now, too much
for Oberon’s Spirit 3 Attribute.
He has to take two actions. He
hits the wall with his fist and with
fangs out (one), roars loudly and
hisses “Enough…” (two). For now,
the Beast is content.

SYSTEM

We have two Frenzy (or
Rötschreck) levels. First the
controlled anger, the second the
raging Beast.

If they are not able or unwilling
to do so, the Character enters
uncontrolled Frenzy.
27
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Uncontrolled Frenzy

SYSTEM
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The Character in Frenzy has
+2 for Body Attribute and is
immune to all kind of mental
effects, but cannot use any
Active Disciplines whatsoever.
Those which were previously
activated and have duration
stay active.
They have no Allies in combat.
The Character loses their
control, and another player
(less involved to the situation
or Storyteller’s choice) sets
their actions for one turn.
These actions have to aim
to do the biggest harm with
feeding, fighting, advancing.
In Frenzy the Characters must
spend as much blood as they
can, when their Blood Point
drops to zero, they must
get some blood on the next
possible attempt (or combat
turn), else they fall to torpor.
Next turn the control passes
to another character nearby.

Bullying Frenzy
During a night if a Character is
attacked as many times as their
Spirit Attribute is, they have to
initiate an attack or else they
have to enter Frenzy. In this fight
they have to strike at least one
ribbon, otherwise they start to
Frenzy.
Hunger Frenzy
If the number of a Character’s
Blood Points drops to zero, they
immediately enter Frenzy. If
they can’t get blood on the next
possible attempt (like feeding or
combat) they enter to torpor.
Players are encouraged to show
their growing hunger under 5
Blood Points and lower.
Duration
Frenzy ends if the origination
cause
(hunger,
offending
character, combat) is “solved”,
if the Character enters Torpor,
becomes staked or clearly
cannot reach any goals (closed or
chained for minutes, alone in the
courtyard etc.).

Rötschreck

Humanity

If a Character meets any danger
which cannot be defeated (like
fire, sunshine, True Faith or a
Methuselah), the storyteller sets
the fear of the Beast (from 1 to
5). If this value is higher than the
Character’s Spirit Attribute, the
Character immediately starts to
flee. In one scene each following
effects add +1 to the value of
danger.

Every time a Character gives in
to Frenzy and cannot stop it by
taking action to channel their
anger, their Humanity is lowered
by 1 for the remainder of the
night. If your Humanity reached
zero, you immediately fall to
torpor. A Storyteller will discribe
you your further possibilities (in
normal situations you have to
switch to another character, we
are sorry).

Under the effects of Frenzy if
the character faces unbearable
danger, they turn to Rötschreck
and tries to flee immediately.
Rötschreck ends if the Character
has no line of sight of the
originating cause and is further
than 10 metres or 1 level in the
castle.

SYSTEM
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Example: Oberon has a bad night.
He was attacked four times in a
row. He never starts a fight, but he
doesn’t want to Frenzy either. So
he walks to the center of the Thing
and points his finger to a fellow
Gangrel. In the fight Oberon uses
his blood, but can’t strike a ribbon
until his blood reserve becomes
empty. Oberon immediatly enters
Frenzy by Hunger. With greater
Combat Strength tries a last
strike to get blood, but he can’t
use Disciplines or Blood anymore.
Oberon has only one chance: if he
can’t devour blood in this turn he
29
enters to torpor.
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Combat
Main differences to other combat systems
• Only two “Main” Characters participate in every
fight! All others “just” supporters. Supporters can raise
the main characters’ values and help them with active
disciplines but they shall suffer injury too. There are
only two sides in a battle.

SYSTEM

• There are no rock-paper-scissors or LARP prop
weapon usage in combat! Only secret Blood Bidding. If
your values + bidding is higher than the enemies’ you
will win!
• With Blood Bidding in a turn you can raise your
combat values regardless of your generations’ blood
limits (0-5) but you cannot raise your attributes for a
scene. Benefits for your generation are embedded into
your combat values.
• Wounds will be presented by red ribbons on the
injured body parts, not on your character sheet. You
have to symbolise your wounds by proper acting, and
suffer disadvantages like limping, blindness, or reduced
reach.
• You can raise your combat values only with Blood
Bidding, Supporters, creative use of Disciplines and
accurately placed wounds. There are no combat
moves. Beware, the a Disciplines are quite different
from the original rule books.
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1. TOUCH & SHOUT “COMBAT! ONE… TWO… THREE!”
2. EVERYBODY FREEZE / USE ONE DISCIPLINE
3. COMPARE: BLOOD BIDDING 0-5 + COMBAT STRENGTH
4. ONE HIT FOR EVERY DIFFERENCE / CONVERT HITS TO WOUNDS!

“Nordic LARP” amendments
We really like amazing stories,
and this is just a game. Rules are
only pillars to help your proper
acting like a common base to
build a memorable tale. Please,
allow to be led by the story and
the community!
Touch and shout
To initiate combat the player
needs to gently touch the desired
opponent’s arm or shoulder, and
thereafter loudly say “COMBAT!
One… Two… Three!”. You can
touch somebody with your
arm, with symbolic “touch” with
ranged weapons or by special
abilities. Nobody else can move!
As long as the combat round is
going on, nobody else moves,
gives any sign or advice, does
not talk or run, only stands and
watches.

Who does not immediately and
loudly reply “COMBAT!” to the
attack is considered surprised
and cannot act in the first round.
Some disciplines and abilities
allow players to be immune to
surprises or to always grant
them the benefits of surprise.
These can only be activated
before the combat. Thereafter
starts the first round of combat.

SYSTEM

5. MOVE 2 STEPS (end of turn)

Only
those
who
replied
“COMBAT” and could touch
one of the two fighting
characters can join the combat
in immediately. Only at the end
of each round can anybody else
move two steps closer. Those
who are already in close combat
are locked in and cannot move
out of it – only by fleeing.
If you have a ranged weapon
or ability you can touch anyone 31
visible no further than 10 steps.
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Shape gun from your fingers (do
not point your weapon prop at
anybody!), shout “COMBAT!
One… Two… Three!” or reply
“COMBAT” – then the target
is considered touched. From
that point combat carries on
as normal. You cannot initiate
ranged combat without ranged
weapon or sufficient ability.

SYSTEM

If somebody shouts “COMBAT!”
and shows an open palm with
a number of fingers, they are
using a Discipline, or some other
ability to steps equal to the
fingers shown.

After “COMBAT!” shouts the
Disciplines (Protean, Presence…),
special weapon abilities and
other skills activate. Dominate,
Dementation and certain levels
of Auspex, such as mind reading
and halo reading cannot be
used during combat, only if the
given Discipline definitely states
otherwise. In every turn you can
use only one active Discipline,
and you have to spend the
required blood for it! (Unlike
Blood Bidding you can raise your
32 disciplines strength only by your
generation blood limits!)

Combat Strength
and Blood Bidding
The combat is simulated in
rounds. In every combat round
the player with the larger Combat
Strength deals as many hits to the
other as the difference between
the values. On your character
sheet you will find your base
Combat Strength value for
various situations – melee,
ranged combat and surprise.
Surprised Character cannot bid
blood or use Active Disciplines,
and lose their Generation value.
The Combat Strength is the sum
of the Body Attribute, +2 for
one appropriate fighting Skill
(if present), values based on
your Generation and Age, and
Passive Disciplines (like Potence
and Fortitude). Generation value
is equal to the number of Blood
Points the Character can spend
in one turn. Age value is +1
point for every 100 years of age.
Surprised characters’ lost their
Generation value and skill bonus
from their Combat Strength
and can’t participate in blood
bidding.
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In ranged combat if you are the
target or initiator of a ranged
combat, everything is similar
to melee combat with Blood
Bidding, but only targets with
ranged weapon can hit you.
Characters can flee combat
if they are not touched at
the moment, or they has no
effect on them that counts as
touching, or a Discipline allows
them to do so. A Character can
also flee if they are touched
but their Combat Strength is at
least equal to their opponent’s
and they decide to flee instead
of damaging. Then they claim “I

flee” and can take 3 + Combat
Strength difference steps.
Allies: There are only two sides
Beside the two fighting Main
Character, anyone joining the
combat must choose a side by
touching the shoulder of one of
the combatants. You can support
surprised Main Characters too.
All possible damage is allocated
by the original attacker among
the joined Characters.
Allies in melee combat can also
participate in the combat Blood
Bidding, adding their value to
the acting Character’s Combat
Strength.
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You can raise your Combat
Strength by 0 to 5 with combat
blood bidding. Secretly the
contestants show a number 0 to
5 behind their back. Note that
regardless of your Generation
and thus blood spending limit
you may bid up to 5 blood in
combat! A Storyteller (or an
uninvolved player) checks the
two values, and asks the bidders
to tell their summarized values
(Combat Strength with Blood
Bidding) to each other and
decide whose bid is the highest.

With ranged weapons and
abilities you can aid your ally with
touch the target at a distance. In
WARFARE RULES
In case of more than 4
participants
the
martial
encounter is not a Combat
anymore, but a Battle, where
the normal rules of Combat are
not used. Instead, it becomes a
Storyteller controlled Challenge
with narrative solutions.
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this case the acting Character’s
final Combat Strength is raised
by 0 to 3 according to the
ranged weapon, but you do not
participate in combat Blood
Bidding. If an ally who aids in
ranged combat touches any
party’s shoulder, they become an
ally in melee combat.
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If some of the joined Characters
enters Frenzy, their value is
handled separately from that
point on.
You cannot start a third frontline
in a battle, but if you can touch
both fighting sides than you suffer
any damage what the fighters
would deal to each other.
Damage: Count your hits!

The player with the larger Combat
Strength deal as many hits to the
other as the difference between
their Combat Strength and Blood
Biddings values. During the
combat rounds these hits are
accumulated, and if it reaches a
certain level you can turn hits to
wounds or other effects to your
enemy. Important note, the two
34 fighting side count their dealt hits

separately at each round and they
cannot lower the previous round’s
results. Hits not used for wounds
are carried over to the next round
of combat.
For every 4 hits delivered the
character with can tie a red ribbon
onto the enemy at the location
the attacker chooses. Body parts
with red ribbons can only be used
in a limited fashion – one with a
broken leg will limp and move half
as much as he could, a broken
arm cannot be used, a wounded
eye sees only as much as the
ribbon allows, you are dizzy when
your skull is broken and so on.
There are seven body parts: two
arms, two legs, head, chest and
abdomen.
BUY DAMAGE
fatal injury: get a red ribbon for
4 hits
aggravated: 2+ ribbon on a
location
torpor: Body+1 ribbon on a
location
staked: 8+ hits + wooden stake
Final Death: staked/torpor,
shout FINAL DEATH and
count to 10
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If a Character has more red ribbons
at any single location than their
Body Attribute they immediately
enter torpor. In such state they
can be staked or even destroyed
with less effort. If somebody
wants to kill them, they has to
loudly state “FINAL DEATH” and
count to ten loudly (like the knock
out in boxing), has to kneel by the
body and symbolise their deed by
proper acting.
Enemies can only be staked during
a combat if the attack is originally
designed to do so, the Character
has a proper tool (a stake) and the
attacker has 8 hits in one combat
round.
Blood can be devoured from the
enemy if the attack is designed
to do so. For every second points

of difference the character drinks
one point of blood instead of
dealing a hit. If in this way the
attacker would deal 4 hits, they tie
two ribbons immediately, causing
aggravated damage.
Healing and Torpor
No damage can be healed during
combat. To heal, the Character
has to be in rest, stand calmly,
sit, lay. While resting for healing,
the Character can talk, move
very slowly, solve non-physical
Challenges, but cannot fight,
Bid or use any kind of active
Disciplines.
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More than one red ribbon on
a single body part symbolises
aggravated damage which is
complicated to heal. If a body
part has more than one ribbons,
it means -1 to Combat Strength
penalty, and this is cumulative for
all body parts! Thus, for example
two ribbons on left arm and three
on right leg means -2.

During this rest, in each minute,
for 1 Blood Point they can heal
1 red ribbon from a spot where
there is only one. If a body part
has more than one red ribbon,
that damage is considered
aggravated and can be healed
only for 5 Blood Points with
HEAL WOUNDS
fatal injury: 1 blood & 1 min
aggravated: 5 blood & 15 min
torpor: 30 min OR 1 Vitae, get
4 ribbons and miss 4 blood
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SYSTEM

resting for 15 minutes. Thereafter
all ribbons can be removed from
the given body part, no matter
their number. Destroyed body
parts can be healed as aggravated
damage.

The unused hits if they are not
converted to red ribbons are
like scratches or bruises and
automatically and freely healed
after the end of the combat.

If a Character is in torpor, they
wake up with 4 red ribbons and
missing 4 Blood Points after 30
minutes of torpor or if any other
Character wakes them up by
making them drink 1 Vampiric
Blood Point. Characters staked or
in torpor cannot act, move, speak
or use any abilities or Disciplines
unless definitely stated so.

Certain weapons confer special
abilities to the user – spewing
bullets in full-auto salvos from
assault rifles, spraying fire from
flamethrowers, severing heads
with garrottes, piercing and
staking enemies with spears and
so on. If you have such a weapon
with the appropriate prop, please
contact the Organisers before
the game to set the special rules.

If your character dies...
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(or falls into permanent torpor)
we can offer you a limited
number
of
replacement
characters. These characters
are created by the Storytellers
in advance – you only have to
choose one. Some of these
are long dead souls, while
others are young servants of
the Camarilla, or even agents
of different external forces.
Sadly, however, we cannot
provide costumes and props
for replacement characters.

Special Weapons

Safety
Even if you have props and
LARP-safe latex weapons, please,
use those only as part of your
costume, and not for combat.
Do not touch other players with
weapon props, do not point at
them in combat situations and
do not swing your weapons.
Never point gun-props at other
players, even outside of combat.
Generally, if you draw a weapon,
first always look around, check for
dangers and act responsibly and
calm. Absolutely no weapon usage
is permitted in combat. Also, if a
Storyteller or Organiser asks you
to put down your weapon, please
comply without hesitation.

Disciplines
Disciplines can have Active and Passive effects. The
Passive effect is always in function, even if the character
is not currently using the Discipline. The Active effect
needs to be activated by declaring that the Discipline is
now being used.
According to the combat rules, only one Active
Discipline might be used in every turn of the combat.

In most cases Characters attack with the Mind
Attribute and defend with Spirit Attribute whenever
they use mental disciplines.
The physical Disciplines alter Body Attribute as it is
described.
Same kind of effects don’t accumulate, only the
strongest one count (like two different discipline
decreasing Mind Attribute or two characters use active
discipline to increase the hit limits for red ribbons).

DISCIPLINES

Users must spend one blood to activate most of
the disciplines (except passive or free ones) and can
increase its power by spending more blood. Whenever
users can spend blood to activate or increase a
discipline’s power they can’t use more blood than their
generation limit allow except when you need more
blood than your limits for the normal activation. In that
case you must spend your blood across turns, but you
can’t increase the values.
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Animalism
Animalism 1 [Active, free] – The
character can talk in “animal
language” only understandable
with Animalism 1. Alternatively
user can talk to an animal
portrayed by the Storyteller.
Animalism 2 [Active] – For one
blood point the character can
summon an animal to perform
a primitive task. The players
have to portray this animal with
proper acting and with an open
palm near to the ear. They can
overhear a conversation or leave
their location, move and steal
something… but anybody else
can see this animal too.

DISCIPLINES

Animalism 3 [Active] – For one
blood point if the character
touches somebody and their
Spirit Attribute (plus spent
blood points) is more than the
opponent’s Spirit Attribute, the
opponent cannot attack at all as
long as they are not attacked, but
can flee (if it is possible by other
circumstances). This level cannot
be used on Characters which are
already in combat, or on targets
38 in Frenzy or Rötschreck.

Animalism 4 [Active] – For
one blood point the character
can possess an animal and can
read its mind. Meanwhile the
user’s body is helpless and
somebody has to protect it. If
the player trusts nobody, they
hide their body somewhere
before entering animal form
they will have difficulties finding
their way back into it and have
to look for their way back with
the Storyteller’s help. Moreover
someone else can find it with
the help of the Storyteller. If
the animal dies while possessed,
the character falls into torpor. To
use the power, the player has
to impersonate the animal by
holding an “Animal card” in their
hand visibly.
Animalism 5 [Active] – For one
blood if the character touches
somebody who is in Frenzy
(either controlled or raging)
they can calm them down,
and take their Frenzy onto
themselves as if the user of this
Discipline would be in Frenzy.
Alternatively, they can use this
level to pass their controlled
Frenzy (but NOT the raging) to
the target if their Spirit Attribute
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Represent Disciplines
To represent Disciplines, we
use OOG symbols. In certain
cases (Auspex 5, Protean
4, Necromancy etc.) this is
represented by cards openly
carried and shown by the
player. If you see such a card,
ask the player what does it
mean – the card helps you
to understand you are not
seeing the same thing IC and
OOG. For Obfuscate, there
is no such card, users only
show a number of fingers in
front of their chest equal to
their level. For Dominate, the
symbol is a closed fist by the
temple. For Auspex 1, the
symbol is the index finger
pointed upwards, for Auspex
4 the index finger touches
the temple. For Protean 2,
crook your fingers like claws
or use a LARP safe claw-prop.

Auspex
Auspex X
[Passive]
The
characters can participate in
Blood Bidding (limited by X)
even if they were surprised in
combat (although they have to
touch their opponent).
Auspex X [Passive] – The
character raises their Combat
Strength by the level of Auspex
in ranged combat.
Auspex 1 [Active, free] –They
can eavesdrop on distant
conversations, smell trails and
they see well at starlight too.
Auspex 2 [Active] – You have
to touch your opponent and
spend a blood point. If the
character’s Mind Attribute (plus
spent blood points) is higher
than the opponent’s Spirit
Attribute, the opponent has to
show one character goal on the
character sheet. You can use this
discipline once in a night against
a character.

DISCIPLINES

(plus spent blood points) is
more than the opponent’s Spirit
Attribute. In that case the user
of this Discipline calms down
and the target has to follow the
Frenzy rules.

Auspex 3 [Active] – For one
blood point the character
can investigate the mystical
connections, history, imprint of 39
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an object and determine who
used it. With the help of the
Storyteller the character can
sense the latest user and magical
abilities.
Auspex 4 [Passive] – In combat
the character can decide where
to get injured.

DISCIPLINES

Auspex 4 [Active, partially free]
– During combat the character
can whisper short (3 seconds
long) sentences to one nearby.
The connection is one-way.
Outside of combat they can
send and get images, ideas,
thoughts. Outside of combat
they can touch somebody and
for one blood point they can
ask a simple question and if
their Mind Attribute (plus spent
blood points) is higher than
the opponent’s Spirit Attribute,
the opponent has to answer
truthfully.

Auspex 5 [Active] – For one
blood point the character exits
their body and enters the Spirit
Word. They can only use certain
disciplines (Auspex, Dementation,
Thaumaturgy, Necromancy) but
40 can also only be affected by
such. In the Spirit world they fight

with their Spirit Attribute. Other
characters also present in the
Spirit World can see them and
even interact with them. Their
body is helpless meanwhile and
somebody has to protect it. If the
player trusts nobody, they hide
their body somewhere before
entering spirit form they will have
difficulties finding their way back
into it and have to look for their
way back with the Storyteller’s
help. If someone else wants to
find it they have to search for the
body by the help of the Storyteller.
To use the power, the player has
to impersonate their own Soul by
holding an “Umbra card” in their
hand visibly.
Auspex vs Obfuscate
Every level of Auspex negates
lower levels of Obfuscate and
Chimerstry. If levels are equal
the user of the Obfuscate
or Chimerstry they have to
measure their Spirit Attribute
to the Mind Attribute of the
user of the Auspex.If that is
equal too, the user of the
Obfuscate or Chimerstry
prevails.
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Players have to declare which
of the following to use during
on the Combats Activate
Disciplines phase before Blood
Bidding on every turn..
Celerity X [Active] – For a blood
point the user can take steps
equal to double their Celerity
rate.
Celerity X [Active] – For a blood
point the character can raise
their Combat Strength by the
level of Celerity.
Celerity X [Active] – For a blood
point the character can multiply
their hits if any in the end of one
combat round by the level of
Celerity. This does not apply to
extra hits gained from Potence.

Chimerstry
Chimerstry – If by any means
(Auspex, knowledge, deduction)
somebody reveals an illusion
and openly states it, the illusion
vanishes.
Chimerstry 1 [Active] – For a
blood point the character can

summon a simple, not changing
illusion of a single sense – like a
still image, an odour, a shrieking
voice or a sensation on the
skin. If the illusionist leave the
illusion’s five-step radius, the
mirage vanishes. To use the
power, the player has to tell
others the nature of the illusion
and place an “Illusion card” at
the spot.
Chimerstry 2 [Active] – For a
blood point the character can
summon a complex illusion
cheating all senses, but it still
cannot change – like a room
fully furnished with the touch
of silk and scent of roses. If the
illusionist leaves the illusion’s
five-step radius, the mirage
vanishes. To use the power,
the player has to tell others the
nature of the illusion and place
an “Illusion card” at the spot.

DISCIPLINES

Celerity

Chimerstry 3 [Active] – For
a blood point the character
can summon a complex and
changing,
moving
illusion
cheating all senses – moving
pictures, music, various smells
and caressing touches. If the
illusionist leave the illusion’s five- 41
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step radius, the mirage vanishes.
To use the power, the player has
to tell others the nature of the
illusion and place an “Illusion
card” at the spot.
Chimerstry 4 [Active, 2 blood]
– For two blood points the
character can summon a
complex illusion cheating all
senses as with the former level,
but it stays in place even if the
illusionist leaves the vicinity. To
use the power, the player has
to place an “Illusion card” at the
spot and be ready to tell others
the nature of the illusion at any
time.

DISCIPLINES

Chimerstry 5 [Active, 2 blood]
– By spending two blood points,
if the character’s Mind Attribute
(plus spent blood points) is
exceeds the opponent’s Spirit
Attribute, the target’s senses are
overridden and sees, hears, smells
what the illusionist wants them to.
For each point of difference, the
illusionist (if he/she wants to) can
tie one red ribbon onto one body
part. The illusionist tells what the
target will experience, or ask the
Storytellers help in relaying the
42 information.

Dementation
Dementation 1 [Active] – For
a blood point If the character’s
Spirit Attribute (plus spent
blood points) is more than the
opponent’s Spirit Attribute, the
Frenzy and Röttschreck affecting
the target is considered 1
point lower or higher as the
user wishes as long as the
concentration is maintained.
Also, this power might be used
to dulle or heighten the target’s
emotions.
Dementation 2 [Active] – For a
blood point a single character’s
Combat Strength can be
increased or decreased by
1 point during combat. One
character can only be affected by
this level once in each combat.
Dementation 2 [Active] – For
a blood point, if the character’s
Spirit Attribute (plus spent blood
points) exceeds the opponent’s
Spirit Attribute, the target loses 1
point of Mind or Spirit Attribute
for 30 minutes. Alternatively,
the target gets disturbing visions
for the remainder of the night
portrayed by the Storyteller.
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Dementation 3 [Active] – For
a blood point the character can
ask for the Storyteller’s advice
and clue when facing a riddle,
puzzle, mystery or cypher.
Dementation 3 [Active] – For
a blood point, if the character’s
Spirit Attribute (plus spent
blood points) is more than the
opponent’s Spirit Attribute,
the character learns a hint or
symbolic form of a secret the
target bears by the Storyteller’s
representation.
Dementation 4 [Active, 2 blood]
– For two blood points, the
character can force the power
of visions and madness on any
other, causing either Frenzy or
Rötschreck value on them equal
to the Spirit Attribute (plus spent
blood points) of the user.

Dementation 5 [Active, 3 blood]
– For three blood points, if the
character’s Spirit Attribute (plus
spent blood points) is more than
the opponent’s Spirit Attribute,
the target suffers madness
during the night. The nature of
the madness manifests in an
extra, most important Character
goal set by the user (write that to
the a character sheet). The effect
can be dispelled by Dominate,
Dementation or in the Umbra
World. One character can only
be affected by one such usage
at a given time.

Dominate
Dominate requirements: look
someone in the eyes, raise
closed fist to their own temple,
and be in touching range,
generation is equal or lower and
their Mind Attribute (plus spent
blood points) is more than the
opponent’s Spirit Attribute.
Dominate 1 [Active, free] –
The opponent has to obey to
a single short command (ie.
“come here!”). Cannot be used
in combat.

DISCIPLINES

The user decides which effect
they want to use. The visions
are determined by the user
(like revenge, lust, remorse, fear
etc.) and can be dispelled by
Dominate, Dementation or in
the Umbra World. One character
can only be affected by one such
method at a given time.
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Dominate 2 [Active, free] – The
opponent has to obey to a one
sentence long command. In
combat you can’t command but
if the opponent can tie a red
ribbon, the first victim is by your
choice (the victim can’t be the
opponent, and you can’t specify
the location on the body).
Dominate 3 [Active,free] – The
character can alter, change of
erase a single memory. The
ability is not suitable for reading
memories, the user has to know
the targeted memory. Cannot be
used in combat.

DISCIPLINES

Dominate 4 [Active, free] –
The opponent has to obey to
a complex, timed, conditional
command. The target has to
listen to the command for
maximum 1 minute and cannot
leave earlier. Cannot be used in
combat.

Dominate 5 [Active, free] –
The character can alter one
primordial goal of the target
if that goal is known to them.
The target has to listen to
the command for maximum 1
44 minute and cannot leave earlier.
Cannot be used in combat.

Fortitude
Fortitude [Passive] – The
character raises their Combat
Strength by the level of their
Fortitude value in combat.
Fortitude 1 [Active] – For a
blood point the hit limit of
red ribbons is increased by 1
(basically to 5) for the remainder
of this combat.
Fortitude 2 [Passive] – Damages
with 2 red ribbons can be healed
as if it were just one ribbon.
Fortitude 3 [Active] – For a
blood point the hit limit of
red ribbons is increased by 2
(basically to 6) for the remainder
of this combat.
Fortitude 4 [Passive] – Damages
with 3 red ribbons can be healed
as if it were just one ribbon.
Fortitude 5 [Active] – For a
blood point the hit limit of
red ribbons is increased by 3
(basically to 7) for the remainder
of this combat.
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Necromancy 1 [Active, free]
– The necromancer is able to
peak across the Shroud into the
Shadowland. While not able to
see through magical darkness or
Obfuscate, they will sense the
mere presence of others, and
also will be able to see Wraiths,
deathmarks and the workings
of the ghosts, hidden paths and
secret signs in the Shadowland.
They even faintly sense Umbratravellers.
Necromancy 2 [Active, free]
– The necromancer is able to
talk to Wraiths even if those do
not materialise. For it, they only
need to whisper in the tongue of
the dead.
Necromancy 3 [Active] –
By spending a blood point
and perform a ritual, the
necromancer
can
summon
a Wraith and bestow simple
commands upon it. The Wraith
can be used as spy, messenger
or herald, but it cannot interact
with the physical world except
moving light objects and can
only talk to those characters who

have Necromancy 2 or Auspex
5. After the task the Wraith will
vanish. To use the power, the
player has to impersonate the
Wraith by holding a “Wraith
card” in their hand visibly.
Necromancy 4 [Active] – By
spending a blood point, the
necromancer can step through
the Shroud by using a window or
door and enter the Shadowland.
There they can move, travel,
manipulate things and even
interact with Wraiths – but any
violent encounter is almost
surely fatal for them. They can
only use certain disciplines
(Auspex,
Dementation,
Thaumaturgy, Necromancy) and
can only be affected by powers
and items that can harm Wraiths.
Their body is not left back as
it fully enters the Shadowland.
For every 10 minutes in this
state, the character has to spend
another blood or is violently
thrown out of the Shadowland.
They can exit whenever and
wherever they want as long as
they find a window or door to
“climb across”, manifesting in
their body. To use the power, 45
the player has to impersonate

DISCIPLINES

Necromancy
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their own ghostly-form by
holding an “Umbra card” in their
hand visibly.
Necromancy 5 [Active] – By
spending a blood point, the
player can repel a common
Wraith or another necromancer
moving in the Shadowland,
forcing them to leave the
room and do not return for 10
minutes.

Obfuscate
Obfuscate 1 [Active, free] – As
long as the character is immobile
and no direct light illuminates
them, they are considered
invisible.

DISCIPLINES

Obfuscate 2 [Active, free] –
As long as the character is
moving slowly and no direct
light illuminates them, they are
considered invisible.

Obfuscate 3 [Active] – For a
blood point, if the opponent
does not see through Obfuscate,
after saying “COMBAT!” the
player can swap place with a
nearby other player. For one
blood point the player can act
46 as somebody else by the help of
the Storyteller.

Obfuscate 4 [Active] – For a
blood point, if the opponent
does not see through Obfuscate,
the character can flee combat
without any other requirements
or the can attack even in an
ongoing combat as if the enemy
were surprised. For a blood point,
the charachter is considered
invisible in any circumstances
outside of combat.
Obfuscate 5 [Active, X blood]
– For each blood point spent,
one additional character can
benefit from the other levels of
Obfuscate used by the character.
First Round
Surprise Attack
If already in Obfuscate, the
character attacks as surprise
in the first round of the
combat if they initiated the
fight, except if their enemy
sees them with Auspex.
They can only be attacked by
Auspex, but if they make a
noise louder than a whisper,
or attack the Obfuscate
breaks.
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Obtenebration 1 [Active] – For
a blood point, as long as the
character is moving slowly and
no direct light illuminates them,
they are considered invisible in a
given room (or a part of a larger
area). Auspex does not see
through this ability. The effect
lasts for maximum 30 minutes.
Obtenebration 2 [Active] – For
a blood point all other players
without already active or
meanwhile activated Protean
1 has to close their eyes and
stay silent as long as they stay
in the given room (or part of a
larger area). The effect lasts for
maximum 30 minutes.
Obtenebration 3 [Active, X
blood] – For every blood point
the character spends one
shadow arm is summoned. Each
arm can “touch” one person in
one step distance. First round
of combat starts thereafter. If
the touched ones did not come
already in a joint fashion, all has
to face the full Combat Strength
of the user one-by-one and
cannot join each other later.

After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might
be used from the next round
on. Arms can be destroyed as
if those were body parts of the
user by tying two red ribbons on
those.
Obtenebration 4 [Active, 2
blood] – For two blood points the
character turns to a shadow-fiend
with Combat Strength increased
by 3. They also have two shadow
arms already and further might
be summoned according to
Obtenebration 3. After use the
effect reamins and other active
Disciplines might be used from
the next round on. The effect
lasts for maximum 30 minutes. To
use the power, the player has to
impersonate the fiend by holding
a “Night-Fiend card” in their hand
visibly.

DISCIPLINES

Obtenebration

Obtenebration 5 [Active, 2
blood] – For two blood points the
character turns into shadow and
thus can flee combat without any
other requirements, is immune to
all damage except from fire (and
magic and sunlight) and can slip
through any small gaps. Whoever
is touched by the floating-flowing 47
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blood must face Rötschreck with
value of 3. The character can
only use Auspex. After the usage
the effect stays and other active
Disciplines might be used from the
next round. The character cannot
go to any place with strong lights.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes. To use the power, the
player has to impersonate the
shadow by holding a “ShadowForm card” in their hand visibly.

Potence
Potence [Passive] – The character
raises their Combat Strength by
the level of their Potence value in
close combat.

DISCIPLINES

Potence X [Active] – For one
blood point the character deals
+X hits regardless of the winner
of the Combat Strength values in
close combat.

Potence X [Active] – For one blood
point the character can “jump” X
steps or throw a character willing
to cooperate this far. They can also
throw one of their opponents away
if their Body+Potence value (plus
extra blood points) is higher than
48 the opponent’s Body+Potence,
but only at the end of the turn.

Potence X [Active] – For a blood
point the character can hold
down or knock out an opponent
in close combat. If their attack
deals more hits in this round then
the opponent’s Body Attribute,
the enemy will be surprised in the
next round.

Presence
Presence 1 [Active] – By
spending a blood point any
single one who is attacking
the character (included their
supporters) suffers -1 to their
Blood Bidding. Or if the character
spends a blood point and loudly
says „PRESENCE!” to a touched
opponent makes a temporaly
blood bond connection with the
power of +1. Only one Presence
can be active to one character
and the effect will end if they
loose the line of sight.
Presence 2 [Active] – By spending
a blood point, if the character
touches somebody and their
Mind Attribute (plus spent blood
points) exceeds the opponent’s
Spirit Attribute, the opponent has
to step back as long as the link of
the eyes is unbroken.
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Presence 4 [Active] – By
spending a blood point if the
character points at somebody
and their Mind Attribute (plus
spent blood points) is more than
the opponent’s Spirit Attribute,
the opponent cannot do
anything else but to get closer
to the character until they are
just arm’s length away from each
other. As soon as the character
is in reach, even the opponent
might initiate combat. This
power can be used to summon
characters out of sight with the
Storyteller’s help.

Presence 5 [Active] – For one
blood point spent and if the
Mind Attribute (plus spent blood
points) of the character is more
than all present other characters’
Spirit Attribute, all of them have
to take 3 steps towards the
character and nobody can attack
them. If the difference is more
than 3 points, the opponents
has to kneel.

Protean
Protean 1 [Active] – The
character’s eyes turn glowing red.
For a blood point the character
sees in every circumstances,
even in supernatural darkness.
After use the effect reamins and
other active Disciplines might be
used from the next round on.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes.

DISCIPLINES

Presence 3 [Active] – By
spending a blood point any
single one who is pointed at
by the character cannot attack
them, but if the character
attacks, the effect is ended.
Or if the character spend a
blood point and loudly say
„PRESENCE!” to a touched
opponent makes a temporaly
blood bond connection with the
power of +2. Only one Presence
can be active to one character
and the effect will end if they
loose the line of sight.

Protean 2 [Active] – The
character’s nails turn to long
claws. For a blood point the
character’s Combat Strength is 1
point higher and if the character
would tie a red ribbon onto
somebody, they shall tie two.
After the use the effect ramains
and other active Disciplines 49
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might be used from the next
round on. The effect lasts for
maximum 30 minutes. The
player has to symbolise claws
with their crooked fingers or by
using a safe claw-prop.
Protean 3 [Active] – For a blood
point the character melds into
the soil, becoming invulnerable
and unreachable. Only by
using Auspex 4 can they be
communicated with. They can
re-emerge from the soil at any
time by will or stay under the
earth for as long as they will.

DISCIPLINES

Protean 4 [Active, 2 blood]
– For two blood points the
character turns to a wild animal,
their Combat Strength is 3
points higher, they can make
3 additional steps after saying
“COMBAT!” and if the character
would tie a red ribbon onto
somebody, they shall tie two.
Alternatively, for two blood
points they turn to a winged
animal and in this form they
can fly and take additional 5
steps after saying “COMBAT”
but can’t attack! After the use
the effect reamins and other
50 active Disciplines might be used

from the next round on. In both
cases you can still move 3 steps
in every Activated Discipline
combat phase including the
current, if you are not surprised.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes. To use the power, the
player has to impersonate the
animal by holding a “ProteanForm card” in their hand visibly.
Protean 5 [Active, 2 blood] – For
two blood points the character
turns to fog and thus can flee
combat without any other
requirements, is immune to all
damage except of fire (and magic
and sunlight) and can slip in any
small gaps. Also, as long as the
character is moving slowly and
no direct light illuminates them,
they are considered invisible.
After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might be
used from the next round on.
The effect lasts for maximum
30 minutes. To use the power,
the player has to impersonate
the fog by holding a “Mist-Form
card” in their hand visibly.

Quietus 1 [Active] – For a blood
point everybody in the given
room (or part of a larger area)
are forbidden to talk and must
consider all sounds nullified.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes.

weapon with blood venom. For
every blood point one strike
is poisoned in close combat. If
the character would tie a red
ribbon onto somebody after
such a strike, they shall tie two.
To symbolise the blood on the
blade, the blade in question has
to be marked with a red ribbon.

Quietus 2 [Active] – For one
blood point, a target touched
(either in or outside of combat)
loses Body Attribute equal to
the difference of the character’s
Mind Attribute (plus spent
blood points) and target’s Body
Attribute (plus Fortitude). If
the difference is 0 or lower, no
effect occurs. The effect lasts for
1 hour or the end of the combat.

Quietus 5 [Active, X blood] –
The user spits or even vomits
venomous blood in ranged
combat up to 5 steps. For every
blood point used the character’s
Combat Strength is 1 point
higher for the attack and if the
character would tie a red ribbon
onto the target, they shall tie
one more for every blood spent
at a different location.

Quietus 3 [Active] – For one
blood point, a target touched
(either in or outside of combat)
suffers immediately or anytime
within 1 hour as much red
ribbons as the difference
between the Mind Attribute of
the user and the Body Attribute
of the target. If the difference is
0 or lower, no effect occurs.

Serpentis

Quietus

Quietus 4 [Active, X blood] –
The user coats a close combat

DISCIPLINES
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Serpentis 1 [Active] – The
character’s eyes turn golden. If
the character puts two fingers
under their own eyes and looks
at somebody, and their Spirit
Attribute (plus spent blood points)
is more than the opponent’s Mind
Attribute, the target cannot break
eye-contact and cannot move
away. If the target is attacked, at 51
the first round of combat they are
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surprised. After the first round,
the spell is broken.
Serpentis 2 [Active] – The
character’s tongue forks, turns
black and elongates. For a blood
point if the character would tie
a red ribbon onto somebody
in combat, they shall tie two
instead. Also they can use the
tongue to devour blood from
their enemies by every point
of hit – as opposed to normal
combat rules for combat feeding,
used hits lost for other purposes.
After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might be
used from the next round on.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes.

DISCIPLINES

Serpentis 3 [Active] – The
character’s skin turn to scaled
reptilian hide. For a blood point
the character raises their Combat
Strength by the level of their
Serpentis value in combat. After
use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might
be used from the next round on.
The effect lasts for maximum 30
minutes. To use the power, the
player has to hold a “Scales card”
52 in their hand visibly.

Serpentis 4 [Active, 2 blood]
– For two blood points the
character turns to a 3 metre long,
25 cm thick cobra. Their Combat
Strength is 2 points higher, they
can make 2 additional steps after
saying “COMBAT!” and if the
character would tie a red ribbon
onto somebody, they shall tie
another one somewhere else.
The character can fit into holes
big enough for this new body.
After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might
be used from the next round
on. The effect lasts for maximum
30 minutes. To use the power,
the player has to hold a “Serpent
card” in their hand visibly.
Serpentis 5 [Active] – In an
one hour ritual by causing 2 red
ribbon on the body, the user can
remove the heart of themselves
or anybody willing or helpless.
From that moment the target
cannot be staked and their Spirit
Attribute is considered 1 point
higher in resisting Disciplines,
Frenzy or Rötschreck. Through
the heart however the target
can be blood bonded, staked,
tortured or destroyed.
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Path of Blood 1 [Active] – By
tasting Vitae and spending one
blood, the character gets to know
the owner’s Clan, age, generation
and
blood-related
secrets
(specifically full blood bonds and
other bondages, blood-curses,
blood-magic, diablerie committed
within the last 10 years, being a
member of a bloodline, bloodinherited supernatural abilities).
Path of Blood 2 [Active] – For
a blood point a target within
five steps has to burn as much
blood as the difference between
the Mind Attribute (plus spent
blood point) of the wizard and
the Spirit Attribute of the target.
If the difference is 0 or lower, no
effect occurs. If in combat, or if
the target immediately initiates
combat, in the next round the
target’s Combat Strength is
raised by this number too. This
will not limit any other combat
action for example Blood Bidding
or use of Disciplines.

Path of Blood 3 [Active] – For
a blood point the character’s
generation is considered lower
by one. Generation alter blood
spending limits and Combat
Strength and resistance to
Dominate. After use the effect
remains and other active
Disciplines might be used from
the next round on. The effect
lasts for maximum 30 minutes.
Path of Blood 4 [Active] – For
a blood point a single target
within five steps is considered
“touched” and the wizard steals
as much blood from the target
as the difference between the
Mind Attribute (plus spent blood
point) of the wizard and the Body
Attribute of the target. If the
difference is 0 or lower, no effect
occurs.

DISCIPLINES

Thaumaturgy
Path of Blood

Path of Blood 5 [Active] – For
one blood point, a target touched
(either in or outside of combat)
loses as much blood and suffers as
much red ribbons as the difference
between the Mind Attribute (plus
spent blood point) of the wizard
and the Body Attribute of the
target. If the difference is 0 or
53
lower, no effect occurs.
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Lure of Flames
Lure of Flames – For a blood
point the wizard can make close
combat attack or ranged attack
within 5 + Lure of Flames steps
with fire. The Combat Strength
of this attack can be calculated
with either Spirit Attribute or
Body Attribute.
Lure of Flames 1 [Active] – The
damage limit of red ribbons is
decreased by 1 for everybody
involved in the combat except
the wizard. The Combat Strength
of this attack is decreased by 1
point.

DISCIPLINES

Lure of Flames 2 [Active] – The
damage limit of red ribbons is
decreased by 1 for everybody
involved in the combat except
the wizard.
Lure of Flames 3 [Active] – The
damage limit of red ribbons is
decreased by 2 for everybody
involved in the combat except
the wizard.

Lure of Flames 4 [Active] – The
damage limit of red ribbons is
decreased by 2 for everybody
54 involved in the combat except

the wizard. The Combat Strength
of this attack is increased by 1
point.
Lure of Flames 5 [Active] – The
damage limit of red ribbons is
decreased by 3 for everybody
involved in the combat except
the wizard. The Combat Strength
of this attack is increased by 1
point.
Fortitude of the opponent might
alter these effects.

Movement
of the Mind
Movement of the Mind – By
spending a blood point, the
wizard can move an object
with walking speed within 10
steps of them for 1 minute.
The telekinesis is represented
by a Storyteller or by the users
themselves with an OOC signal.
Movement of the Mind 1
[Active] – The object is under 1
kg (pen, telephone, stake, knife,
keys, coins, bullet, jewellery,
note, a button).
Movement of the Mind 2
[Active] – The object is under 10
kg (chair, book, laptop, weapon).
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Movement of the Mind 3
[Active] – The object is under
100 kg (furniture, mortal,
Kindred). If the target is a
sentient being (ie. Kindred) the
wizard’s Mind Attribute (plus
spent blood points) has to be
more than the opponent’s Spirit
Attribute to make it move. If the
target is lifted from the ground,
the victim is encouraged to
roleplay floating. This level is also
usable to make the wizard fly –
in this case, ask for Storyteller’s
help.

the Combat Strength for the
user is based on Mind Attribute,
not Body Attribute and the
wizard can raise ranged Combat
Strength with the value of the
characters Movement of the
Mind. The wizard can convert
hits to push back opponent by
one step.

Vicissitude

Movement of the Mind 5
[Active] – The object is under
500 kg. The power is also able to
push away targets – the wizard
makes a ranged attack where

Vicissitude 2 [Active] – For a
blood point the character can
raise or lower the Body Attribute
by 2 points of a volunteering or
55
helpless character which takes

DISCIPLINES

Movement of the Mind 4
[Active] – The object is under
250 kg (sculptures, heavy
furniture,
motorbike).
The
power is also able to push away
targets – the wizard makes
a ranged attack where the
Combat Strength for the user
is based on Mind Attribute,
not Body Attribute. The wizard
can convert hits to push back
opponent by one step.

Vicissitude 1 [Active] – For one
blood point the character can
raise or lower the Spirit Attribute
by 1 point of a volunteering or
helpless character which takes a
scene. Only one such action can
be used on each character, and
Nosferatu values can’t be raised.
The use of this discipline is
already counted into the starting
Spirit Attribute of this character.
For a number of blood points
determined by the Storyteller
the player can impersonate
somebody else, helped by the
Storyteller.

Carpathian Conclave
a scene. In return the Mind
Attribute of the said character
is lowered or raised by 1 point.
Only one such action can be
used on each character.
Vicissitude 3 [Active] – For a
blood point and with a touch, if
the character’s Body Attribute
(plus spent blood points) is
more than the opponent’s Body
Attribute (plus Fortitude), the
opponent loses a number of
blood points according to the
difference. For one blood point
and suffering one red ribbon
(unless there are already one
or more ribbons) the character
can create bone weapons from
a body that part – each of those
raise Combat Strength by 1.

DISCIPLINES

Vicissitude 4 [Active, 2 blood]
– For two blood points the
character turns into a monster
with Combat Strength increased
by 3 and is immune to Frenzy
and Rötschreck. If the player
would tie a red ribbon onto
somebody, they shall tie one
more onto a different body part.
After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might be
56 used from the next round on.

The effect lasts for maximum
30 minutes. To use the power,
the player has to impersonate
the monster by holding a “FleshMonster card” in their hand
visibly.
Vicissitude 5 [Active] – For
two blood points the character
turns to blood and thus can
flee combat without any other
requirements, is immune to all
damage except from fire (and
magic and sunlight) and can
slip through any small gaps.
Whoever is touched by the
floating-flowing blood must face
Rötschreck with value of 3. The
character can only use Auspex.
If anybody would damage them,
directly the blood is being
devoured, one point for one hit.
After use the effect remains and
other active Disciplines might be
used from the next round on.
The effect lasts for maximum
30 minutes. To use the power,
the player has to impersonate
the blood-puddle by holding a
“Blood-Form card” in their hand
visibly.
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PUSH IT!
Yo u h a v e o n l y t w o n i g h t s

B E B R AV E !
We o ﬀ e r r e p l a c e m e n t c h a r a c t e r s

E N G A G E & I N V O LV E !
More fun together

